A local region in an image is seen as slanted when the two eyes are shown different luminance values in that region. The steepness of the slant depends upon the size of the region and the difference in the luminance values in the two eyes. Three examples where this phenomenon influences depth perception are given: (1) stereopsis without corresponding binocular luminance edges is shown to be a limiting case of the phenomenon; (2) edges less than I min arc apart can be seen in relative depth with respect to each other; and (3) regions that appear transparent or translucent can be seen in depth despite having all the luminance edges at zero disparity in simple stereo images.
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Recently described stereograms (Anderson, 1994; Liu, Stevenson & Schor, 1994) demonstrate that in the presence of occlusion depth perception can occur without corresponding binocular luminance edges. I demonstrate here that such stereopsis is a limiting case of a more general phenomenon in which a sharp change in depth may be perceived in stereograms when the two eyes see different lumimance values in the same local region. The stereograms shown in Figs 1 and 2 demonstrates the connection between stereopsis without binocular correspondence and stereopsis produced by elements with different luminance values in the two eyes. The top and the bottom elements of the stereogram in Fig. 1 are like two of the stereograms used by Liu et al. to demonstrate stereoscopic depth without binocular correspondence [see their Fig. l(a, b) ]. In all the other elements of the stereogram vertical bars are given different luminance and located so that all the luminance edges in the right and left eyes views are at zero relative disparity with respect to each other. The stereogram shown by Liu et al. can results from a limiting process of increasing the luminance of the appropriate vertical bar until it is equal to that of the background. Observers perceive opaque white rectangles between the vertical bars to be at different depths, the larger the difference in luminance between matching bars, the greater the relative depth of the opaque rectangle with respect to the rest of the display. Figure 2(a) , the vertical bar segments in the right eye are longer than in the left image when viewed by cross fusion, is like one of the stereograms used by Anderson to demonstrate the role of partial occlusion in stereopsis [see his Fig. 2(a) ]. In the remaining stereograms shown in Fig. 2 the vertical bars are identical in the two views except that the top and bottom ends of the vertical bars are of different luminances. The stereogram shown by Anderson can result from a limiting process of increasing the luminance of the appropriate ends of the vertical bars till it is equal to that of the background. Observers perceive the occluding subjective contour in nearly all of these stereograms. The strength of the perception of the occluding subjective contour and its relative depth again depends upon the difference in luminance between the matching ends of the bars.
One of the reviewers felt that this phenomenon might be identical to the phenomenon "irradiation stereoscopy" which according to K. Ogle was discovered by Munster (1941) (Ogle, 1962, p. 302) . As described by K. Ogle "to obtain this effect, a square of white cardboard is mounted in the objective fronto-parallel plane on each side of a fixation point. The two squares are highlyilluminated, and the background is black. When the image in one eye is darkened by a neutral-density filter, both squares appear to have rotated through the same angle in the same direction about the vertical axes (a Venetian blind effect). This is due to the phenomenon of irradiation from the edges of the squares which causes a displacement of the perceived contours of the retinal images of the squares. The effective lateral size of the images of the squares thus appears smaller in the darkened eye than in the undarkened eye".
Observers do not perceive the Venetian-blind effect in *Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, Neurobiology Division, stereograms shown in effect is negligibly small and that the stereoscopic depth seen in the remaining figures cannot be attributed to a luminance dependent change in the effective location of the edges [see also Fig. 6(i) for additional demonstration that the irradiation effect is irrelevant here]. Figure 3 also shows that the mere presence of different luminances in the same region in the two eyes is insufficient to produce depth perception. The simplest stimulus that I have found for which difference of luminance in the two eyes produces depth perception is shown in Fig. 4(a) ; only one vertical bar with a different luminance in each eye is seen in front of a white panel. All the luminance edges in the stereogram have a zero disparity. When viewed at a distance of about 50 cm or less, there appears to be little relative depth in the stereogram, but when seen from 1 m or more, depending upon the observer, the flanking white panels are seen at different depths. Although the relative position of the luminance edges in the stimulus did not change, the perceived depth profile did. Figure 4 (b, c) are designed to demonstrate that luminance difference between the two eyes can produce a depth difference in a direction opposite to a depth increment resulting from a difference in the disparities of the luminance edges. to Fig. 4(b) except the luminance of the vertical bar is the same in the two eyes. As in Fig. 4(a) , the perceived depth profile in these stereograms also depends on the angular size of the bar as can be verified by viewing the stereograms from different distances. For a viewing distance less than 50 cm, the resulting depth is consistent with disparity of the luminance edges in Fig. 4(b, c) , but for viewing distance greater than about 3 m the depth profile in Fig. 4(b) inverts but stays the same in Fig. 4(c) . Figure 4 (c) also demonstrates that stereopsis can be obtained for luminance edges less than 1 min arc apart. For a viewing distance greater than 6m, experienced observers still see a depth difference between the two white panels flanking the dark vertical bar. At this distance, the average width of the dark bar is less than 1 min arc and the vertical axis bisecting the bar in each eye has zero relative disparity with respect to the outer edges of the white panels. The smallest average width of the bar for which I could reliably measure a disparity discrimination threshold was 10sec arc, significantly smaller than the previously reported smallest separation between luminance features for which disparity thresholds less than 10sec arc could be measured (Westheimer & McKee, 1979) . Using the method of constant stimuli with six disparity values, the disparity discrimination threshold for the task, judging whether the left edge of a 10 sec arc wide dark bar (< 1 cd/m 2) in front of a bright background (45 cd/m 2) was closer or farther than its right edge, was between 5 and 8 sec arc for the four observers that I tested. When the width of the bar exceeds 10-15min arc, depending upon the observer, the difference in the luminance is seen as binocular rivalry and there is very little, if any, residual depth. Interference due to binocular rivalry can be adjusted by reducing the average luminance contrast in the two eyes, and by doing so I was able to measure depth differences in bars 30 min arc wide.
In Fig. 5 , the relative depth of the edges of the flanking panels becomes larger as the vertical bar is made wider while keeping the difference in luminance between the two eyes constant. A single vertical bar inside of a rectangular white panel is given different luminances in the images to be shown to the different eyes and located so that all the luminance edges of the bars and panels are at zero relative disparity with respect to each other. The width of the vertical bar increases from about 1.2 to l0 rain arc in going from the top rectangular panel to the bottom panel, when viewed at a distance of 2 m. When this stereogram is viewed from about 1 to 2 m, observers see an increase in the relative depth between the edges of the vertical bar as the width of the bar increases.
The luminance disparity effect can be used to generate stereograms that show percepts other than simple occlusion. Nine stereograms shown in Fig. 6 were all generated by having different portions of the rectangular annulus have different luminance levels in the two eyes. Some who are distracted by binocular rivalry see the depth more clearly in these stereograms when viewing from a distance of 2 m or more. Although the same luminance difference is used in all the stereograms, relative depth is seen in all the stereograms except (i). This again rules out the explanation that the effective location of the edges change because of different luminance values, that is the irradiation effect. Observers describe many of the stereograms shown as having regions of transparent surfaces in depth. FIGURE 6. Stereogram demonstrating that difference in luminance for a local region in the two eyes views can yield percepts other than simple occlusion. The stereograms shown were all generated by having different portions of the rectangular annulus have different luminance levels in the two eyes. Although the same luminance difference is used in all the stereograms, no relative depth is seen only in the stereogram labeled (i). Observers describe many of the stereograms shown as a transparent surface in front of another surface. For example, stereogram (d) on cross fusion is seen as a white rectangle behind a dark transparent rectangular annulus. Some observers need to watch the stereograms (e)-(h) for about a minute before they are able to see a slanting surface. Some observers prefer to view this figure from a distance of a meter or more.
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T. KUMAR FIGURE 7. Stereogram demonstrating the unmatched regions can result in perceptions other than occluding surfaces. When cross-fused, a white surface containing dark ovals is seen in front of the black rectangle in the top panel, and the dark ovals are seen in the plane of the black rectangle and a transparent rectangle is seen floating in front in the second panel, while in the bottom panel the white rectangle is seen behind the rectangle and the dark ovals. The transparent rectangle with or without the ovals could not possibly be occluding the surface behind, and it is difficult to explain the percept using Keplerian projections.
stereogram (d) on cross fusion is seen as a white rectangle behind a dark transparent rectangular annulus.
Some of the observers I tested needed to watch the stereograms (e)-(h) for about a minute before they were able to see a slanting surface in these stereograms. Figure 7 shows simple modifications of one of the stereograms used by Liu et al. to demonstrate that percepts other than simple occlusion can also arise for stereopsis without corresponding binocular edges and that these percepts can challenge the Keplerian projection explanations.
